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The monsters know what they're doing

This book is absolutely necessary for any D&amp;DM, if you are running flat monsters from the book or not. This should be noticeably pulled out for each session, sitting on the shelf of each game. -Dice Monkey As a dungeon master, I'm over it with the meer usefulness of Keith Ammann's Monsters
Know What They're Know What't't's. This book is brilliant. It's a complete rewrite of how I think about encounters, and my players make me want to make a lot of celves sick. Highly recommended for any DM with any level of experience. And I'm afraid that you will come out live this summer to tell the tale
and you will have the necessary reading our players get smart with all their tactics! -Lou Anders, A Unicorn, Star Wars: Pirate's Price and the Thrones &amp; Bones tying three, one of the most interesting, thoughtful, intelligent RPG resource books I've ever read is a Hugo award-winning author. Monsters
Know What They Do is just a hoot to read, and my day poring on the Monster Guide and Fiend Folio carried me back. -Cory Doctorow, boingboing.net and the New York Times Little Brother and Homeland bestselling author co-editor will the creature conniving with a rational sense of self-protection really
get a final swel for the warrior while he is at the death door, or do you want to escape to fight another day? Depending on the monster, this book has the answer. -SYFY Wire Every big DM needs a D20 roll of a lot of critical hits that need a copy of this book like an actor. This will not make the other side
happy, but it will make the game more exciting. -Two-time Campbell award finalist Stina Leicht, author of Cold Iron I hope my DM won't read this book. -Hugo award winner Elizabeth Bear, author of Ancestral Night I have to send this book to my DM! -Hugo award finalist Max Gladstone, how to lose this
author time war the best bad guys have love with love. Keith's book doesn't see bad things so much in specificity, motivation and tactics that he loves to hate players. Enrich this book immeaserable game! -Matthew Lillard, award-winning actor, director, producer and co-founder of Beadle and Grimm's
Pandemonium Warehouse This book made me a better Dungeon Master almost instantly. If you are running the game, this should be an improvement. I gave copies to the other two who shared dungeon mastering in our group, and both returned next time with slyly grins. Keith is an evil genius, and I say
with the most respect! -R. A. Salvatore, Drizzt novels Crystal Shard, Timeless and More than sixty-five books including Unlimited, New York Times bestselling author #1 I have always said, Dungeon Master spends countless hours prepping for my homegroup, except for his cast and as a result. That's
what Keith took. Monsters have been super useful by adding logic to DM characters and works, my quest for taste and fun is to laugh out the window as my players slaughter the characters and then cry in their cars. -Joe Manganiello, award-winning actor/producer, Evolution writer, Founder/Death Saves
street director, and consultant/contributor dungeons &amp; dragons comes from a compilation of bad battle plans for popular blog creator From The Monsters Know What They're Doing Dungeon Masters. During a Dungeons &amp; Dragons game, a Dungeon Master has to make one decision after
another in response to player behavior, and the better players behave, the harder it is for even an experienced DM to make on-the-spot decision-making, or allow battles to turn into a boring slug festival, where enemies bite, beat and smash player characters directly. In The Monsters Know What's Know,
Keith Ammann eases the burden on DM by helping you understand your monsters' abilities and develop battle plans before your fifth edition D&amp;D gaming session begins. Just as it is not the first time soldiers have issued field manuals while already under fire, dms should not wait until they encounter
a dozen bullyes to understand how they are progressing, fighting and retreating. Easy to read and implement, monsters know what they do for every DM required reading. I'm starting DM for our group, and I've been thinking about fighting lately. Our previous DM chose most of its creatures to randomly
select their targets. I think I'd rather have creatures move in a more tactical way, choose to unite against someone, or target the types of glassballs based on how dangerous they are, as themonstersknowwhattheyredoing.com suggests. It is based on the personality of these creatures, of course a giant
spider may know how to target a sorcerer against a barbara. But I wonder if my players will find it too harsh, or difficult, even if it makes more sense and is more fun for me. I don't know how to set up good encounters either, and Kobold Fight Club is a healer who wings around a fighter and targets a
healer, or I doubt my creatures are waiting for me to force players to play the Force. Thought? Page 2 comment Finns i lager? Postorder Stockholm Hämta i boutique Gothenburg Hämta i boutique Malmö Hämta i boutique Popular blog The Monsters Know What They're Doing creator from Dungeon
Masters comes in a compilation of bad battle plans.   Throughout a Dungeons &amp; Dragons game, a Dungeon Master has to make one decision after another in response to player behavior, and the better the players, the more unpredictable their behavior! Even an experienced DM can also have on-
site decision-making deadlocked or Into a tedious slugfest of fighting, the enemy is running directly into player characters and devolve with biting, beating and far slashing.   In The Monsters Know What's Know, Keith Ammann eases the burden on DM by helping you understand your monsters' abilities
and develop battle plans before your fifth edition D&amp;D gaming session begins. Just as it is not the first time soldiers have issued field manuals while already under fire, dms should not wait until they encounter a dozen bullyes to understand how they are progressing, fighting and retreating.   Easy to
read and implement, Monsters Know What They Do Reading for Every DM. Table Contents This series also has more books: Monsters Know what they may be like: Thriller and Mystery Staff Picks Posted on December 3, 2020 Eberron undying by Keith Ammann is a fascinating invention: undead
creatures aligned with good. Other immortals are either raised by necromancy, kept to eternal rest by malevolent beings trying to cheat trauma or death, immortals are beyond the mortal veil only because they are so beloved, the world cannot bear to leave them. Aw! Immortal soldiers are mostly elite
guards. They have very high power along with the high Constitution and interesting, Charisma- although the latter does not seem to power any of their abilities, so the normal rough role can nest them into it. They have ordinary intelligence and above-average wisdom, so they will talk before fighting and
make prudent targeting decisions. They are vulnerable to necrotic damage, resistant to bright damage, and less vulnerable to damage than magic or just silvered ones. Lighting is an interesting feature in light of the fact that immortal soldiers have 60 feet of darkvision (har). What does shedding bright light
for 10 feet and dim light make them 10 meters beyond gain? Depends on who or what they're fighting; The first thing that comes to mind is that a Shadow Monk's Road can't use the shadow step. That's a pretty niche benefit, though. A slightly wider benefit is that every immortal soldier has a bubble that is
resistant to darkness. Magic, 2nd plus, has a larger radius. If an immortal soldier is attacked at night from a distance of more than 60 meters, however, Lighting only makes it a more remarkable target, so I assume this feature is only turned off by default. Outside, immortal soldiers are better to open only
when they need to. Read on UndeadTagged CR 10, CR 2, undead3 Comments Posted on November 20, 2020 by Keith Ammann Karrnathi undead soldiers army mass Karrnath's. Seeking to fend off defeat in his failed fortune, Karrnath allowed his necromancer-priests to strengthen his army by
resurrecting the dead. After the war, many of these immortal soldiers were sealed away from the world- but not all. They're not complicated as warriors. With very high power and constitution, they are rough melee fighters who want to close the distance between themselves and their enemies as quickly as
possible. However, they also have respectable Dexterity, Intelligence and Wisdom, showing a fair measure of flexibility. Unlike your off-the-rack skeleton or zombie, Karrnathi undead soldiers are intelligent and perceptal. Their impulse is victory, at hand regardless, and they are capable of exercising sound
and agile independent judgment to determine what best means. They are not stunned by a deep trench, for example, instead of stopping their tracks, walking towards it like a skeleton, or a zombie, they will build a bridge. Thanks to their dark views, Karrnathi immortal soldiers can walk and walk to their
enemies at night, multi-attack with Longbow until they close with their opponents, then move on to Longsword. The fact that they can't see more than 30 feet in the dark doesn't deter them if they know where their enemies are: because they're already at a disadvantage from a distance of 150 to 600 feet in
Longbow attacks, the fact that their targets are hidden in the dark doesn't make their chances worse, and their Multiple attacks give each of them three shots per turn. It's the only range where the limit for dark-sighted issues is between 60 and 150 feet, and they can cover this floor with a round of Dashing
plus one round of normal movement. To avoid any letup of their dam, the two are divided into equal groups, one holding the other shot, the other holding the shot, then dashes forward as the other shoots to catch Dashes. Read on Karrnathi Undead Soldier Tactics Posted in UndeadTagged CR 3,



undead2 Comments Posted on November 9, 2020 keith Ammann Sincere apologies to all for disappearing throughout October. I have a good excuse: I was spending little free time working furiously to finish my next book, which will include some assets that some readers have been waiting for for a long
time. Today, I return to Eberron with a few semi-humanoid deviations, dolgrim and dolgaunt, species that both appear as goblinoid breeds distorted by bad magic. Dolgrims seem to be the result of a Carrier malfunction, fusing individuals of two goblins into a terrifying presence, each with four arms, two
mouths and two separate personalities. Unlike ordinary gins, dolgrims are shocked attackers, with high skill and high power along with only above-average Constitution. They have less too More than the average gin, no doubt as a result of the noise clashing in their heads. However, their split personalities
give an advantage: the saving advantage throws against debilitating conditions that affect some minds. Since Their Power and Dex are roughly equal-base scores are different, the power is slightly higher, but the modifiers are the same-they can be flexible between the range and the melee attacker. But
this high Power gives them a slight preference for melee, so there's a simple approach to combating: no matter what they have a simple approach to start with, they charge, shoot with their bow rifle while they run, throwing spears when they arrive within 60 metres and finally switching their morningstars
on arrival. Their multiattack gives them three attacks in turn, but this does not replace the ability to load a hand-spring-loaded arc: Regardless of the number of attacks you can normally make, you can throw only a piece of ammunition from it when you use an action, bonus action or ignition response. You
don't fire guns that don't use gunpowder. You're shooting your ammunition or release them. Thus, as long as they attack with a Hand-Spring Rifle, they can only fire once per row. There is no range that makes sense to shoot once instead of throwing three spears, even between 20 and 30 meters (unless
the target is AC 19 or greater, and an assessment is not equipped to dolgrims). Read on Dolgaunt and Dolgrim Tactics Aberrations Posted in AberrationsTagged heresies, CR 1/2, CR 310 Comments September 18, 2020 Eberron by Keith Ammann, a race of warforged responsive structures, originally built
for war but now capable of making decisions and pursuing their own goals in life. But many continue to serve in the role they designed for the first time. Warforged soldiers have a skill contour that combines very high power and ability to rough melee with the Constitution, high wisdom and above-average
Dexterity, excellent strategic judgment. The perception also makes proficiency good at identifying enemies who are trying to be insidious to them, but they are not ambush attackers-they have a special ability for themselves hidden. However, thanks to the skilled scout, Survival.Their Multiattack
qualification consists only of melee attacks -especially, armblade-so warforged soldiers want to quickly close with their opponents to take advantage of this weapon. They use their javelins to launch weapons until they're in close combat range. However, beyond 10 meters, there are drawbacks to these
attacks, and there is not much they can do to change that. As a result, if their actions are not enough to bring them within 30 feet of their enemies, dash-if the other battle is in close formation with the fake soldiers, each React to another name-or Dodge as they move forward. They'll javelin 3ila 30 feet
away. Read on Warforged Soldier Tactics Posted in NPCsTagged CR 1, NPCs5 Comments Posted on September 11, 2020 By Keith Ammann, Tarkanan is a hit man, but this (plus their Dexterity and Armor Class) where monster manual standard assassin ends their resemblance. Most noteworthy, they
don't feature Assassinate-even Sneak Attack! Obviously, this non-player character requires a new approach. As you can imagine, tarkanan is an abrasive assailant of the assassin, who endures a bit of a fight with a good enough Constitution but first wants to fight and get out quickly. Experts in athletics
rather than acrobatics are more likely to hit their targets than shoot them while hanging upside down outside a window. They are also masters of El Sleight, perhaps not enough to hide my spelling alone -to slip poison into someone's drink. Deception ability indicates the ability to disguise, and Perception
plus Stealth is characteristic of the ambush attacker. Tarkanan assassins have darkvision, which is interesting because house Tarkanan covers members of many breeds, not just those who own darkvision, according to the lore in Eberron: Rising From the Last War (episode 4, Crime in Sharn: House
Tarkanan). Does this mean that the House of Tarkanan did not hire people, hybrids or modifiers as assassins (and why wouldn't they hire changelings to perform all asassinations?), whether they somehow obtained darkvision as part of their initiation into the row of assassins, or an unspo mentioned side
effect of their abnormal dragon signs? I'm not saying that in the book. Choose your own favorite description. Read on Tarkanan Assassin Tactics Posted in NPCsTagged CR 2, NPCs10 Comments Posted on August 27, 2020Apos 28, 2020 By Keith Ammann I have been excited to dig into the Eberron
setting for a long time, and I'm kicking things with the bone knight-not an undead, as you can guess from a name, but a non-humane player character who can be any folk. Emerald Claw simans, a group of fanatical loss-cause nationalists led by a lich, take their own name without their practice of forging
armor from the bones of fallen enemies of bone knights. (Judging by the illustration in Eberron: Rising From the Last War, I think they can put some Punisher image in there too.) Bone knight ability is not contour cutting and dried, since their two outstanding skill scores Power and Charisma. Their
Constitution edges their Dexterity, but only barely, and what is unusually high. It reminds me more than anything of a paladin who didn't get the third high die roll his player had hoped for. And he decided to do everything on offense. I buffing himself from the frontline and casting his controlling magic, the
result of fighting bone knights like monsters, and making up for a somely lifeless Constitution with their bonecraft armor that gives them a terrific AC 20. They have intelligence to plan and adapt, and wisdom to choose their goals and battles. Their encounter in Charisma is probably high enough that
parsley will contain some measure, and perhaps only parsley-they understand, after all, that it is better to achieve what you want without struggling-but their social skill competencies are intimidation and deception, so we are not talking about negotiating goodwill here. Instead, this combination shows me
that they are trying to surrender their opponents, with a combination of outright bullying and subtler manipulation. Any rhetorical maneuver that an abuser can use is on the bone knight's street: direct and indirect threats; negative reinforcement; false accusations; gaslighting; DARVO; explosive anger and
sudden, unpredictable displays of violence; divide enemies by rhyming individuals between them, especially for impeachment; And so on. Read on Bone Knight Tactics Posted in HumanoidsTagged CR 5, humanoids8 Comments Posted on August 13, 2020Heustos 13, 2020 Pack-hunting predatory
pandemonium by Keith Ammann Howlers, a danger only suitable for dealing with high-end adventurers. Because according to the wisdom of Mordenkainen's Tome of Foes, these CR 8 fiends never appear alone. They are either accompanied by others of their own kind, or trained to fight alongside and at
the service of a stronger devil or another devil. Their poor ability is contour: very high scores of physical abilities across the board, with an extraordinary peak of wisdom. This outlier points both powers their Mind-Breaking Howl action and gives them a keen sense of hunting. (Although Mordenkainen's
errata is not listed, with the +8 perception modifier, their passive Perception 18, not 15, should be as published.) But because they don't have the ability to write, their primary attack is Power-based, and the best scores that are not wisdom, Power and Skill, will class out them as shock attackers. Move fast,
hit hard. Howlers have darkvision and therefore attack between twilight and dawn. They are resistant to cold, fire and lightning damage next to physical damage from non-magical attacks, so they do not pay particular attention to a magiclinger who does not think outside the box. Acid or thunder damage
will get their attention, but necrotic, radiant, psychic or force damage really attracts their anger. (Shout out to James Haeck to reveal layers of damage types in a way I didn't actively consider before in his editor's note This is after D&amp;D Beyond by Melissa MellieDM Doucette.) Read on Howler Tactics
Posted in FiendsTagged CR 8, fiends17 Comments Posted on August 3, 2020 Thanks to votes by Keith Ammann, Monsters Know What They're Doing Won a gold ENnie in the Best Online Content category, and Monsters Know What They're Doing: Combat Tactics for Dungeon Masters Won a silver
ENnie in the Best Writing category. W00T! I will send efforts to justify the support by sending it a little more often. Posted in MetaTagged meta11 Comments Posted on July 30, 2020Tem 30, 2020 by Keith Ammann corpse flower is a terrifying ambulatuar plant that cleans the remains of the dead and
occasionally burps someone as a zombie. Therefore, especially given its slow speed, the player is not a predator who can follow a party of characters, but rather a harmful nuisance that can be called rather to eliminate DLLs. It has a strange contour of talent: the summits of the Constitution and Wisdom,
its high power and Dexterity as too. There are no Wisdom-based attack actions, and while its Power and Dex are equal, its Tentacle attack is clearly Power-based. There's a creature here, I think, that's mostly rude. It's not fast, but it can climb. The intelligence of the corpse flower is just as cynnic. While
he can grasp what's going on around him, he's still extremely instinctive and inflable, locked into a single form of behavior. What about that high wisdom? He recommends a creature that is normally good at sizing threats and is reluctant to pick fights that he cannot easily win. However, the flower of the
corpse depends entirely on its blind vision to perceive the danger. It is not possible to read clues such as the confidence of a character or the quality of his equipment as an above-average threat. Any reaction to the danger posed by the opponent will occur after a demonstration of this danger. Read on
PlantsTagged CR 8, plants22 Comments Posted on July 23, 2020 by Keith Ammann I often talk about undead creatures as provoked by compulsions related to their reanimation conditions, and sword wrath is a backstory guided compulsion snob example: a warrior, obsessed with victory, with much more
war truths killed in some way, and technically refuses to stop seeking this glorious victory despite being dead. It comes in two types: rank and file sword wraith fighter and senior sword wraith commander. According to the flavor text, although poorly aligned, sword wraith do not necessarily attack every
living thing that comes close. They're closer to ghosts. their ignominious demises came together and stoned the emotional axes. You can talk about them. They can be made proud. They may be offended. (Son, can they be offended?) For the most part, they are very confident of performing they want to
be treated with the expected praise to get for heroism. Both sword wraith warriors and sword wraith commanders are melee-oriented brutes, with extraordinary Power and Constitution. Sword wraith warriors have animal-level Intelligence and below-average Wisdom, while sword wraith commanders have
more humane-typical Intelligence and above-average Wisdom, so when playing the same combat role, they assess situations differently. Read on Sword Wraith Tactics Posted in UndeadTagged CR 3, CR 8, undead7 Reviews
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